
SECURITY:
PROTECT YOUR
MOST VALUABLE
ASSETS WITH OUR
ALL NEW SECURE
PARTITION SYSTEM.

SECURE
Solid construction
creates additional
level of protection

against unauthorised
access, theft or

criminal damage.

MODULAR DURABLEECONOMICALFAST
INSTALLATION

Modular panels,
posts and doors

allows storGUARD to
be easily configured

into a number of
designs. 

Unique bolt-less
bracket and pin

mechanism results
in a fast installation
requiring minimal

tools.

Suitable for all
applications, budgets

and security needs. Can
help to reduce crime
levels and insurance

premiums.

Framed steel panels
with a variety of finishes
to ensure strength and

durability for long
lasting warehouse

security.
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Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk
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storGUARD™ is a modular system comprising of
mesh-panels and posts to create secure structures
within warehouse and manufacturing premises. This
carefully constructed system was designed to create
rooms and divisions which prevent unauthorised
personnel access and create a barrier between your
workforce and machinery.
 
Steel Partitioning is a great way to create restricted
access areas for quarantine goods, hazardous
substances or high-value items. This easy to install
system can be supplied with hinged or sliding doors,
in range of mesh apertures.
 
Our storGUARD™ partitions are created with framed
panels which provides strength and rigidity to for
long-lasting warehouse security. Made from welded
wire mesh, each panel is supported by sturdy steel
posts which bolt directly to the floor. 

Ask about our ALL NEW
storGUARD™ system.

Stronger Design
We have bulked up each of our components to
ensure a stronger & more reliable product. 

Rapid Installation
We have reduced installation times by 30% with
the introduction of our unique post-clip system. 

Industry Standard Sizes
We listened to your feedback and brought our newly
designed panels in line with industry-standard sizes.

PANELS
Our lightweight panels feature a 20x20mm box section
frame, surrounding mesh in 25x25mm or 50x50mm
apertures. Available in a full range of standard sizes,
although bespoke options are always available.

POSTS
Our improved posts are now constructed in 60x60mm box
section, with our newly designed footplate for maximised
stability. Posts are no longer drilled and designated as "corner"
or "in-line", and instead can now be used as "universal" posts
able to be fitted in any position. Standard sizes available, with
splice kits to extend posts to any height.

Our brand new post clip system, unique to QTS, now
prevents the need for a full tool-kit on site. Panels can now
be installed with just a couple of spanners. The clips give
greater flexibility as posts don't need to be drilled, so panels
can be fitted in any configuration and can be adjusted to
any height.

CLIPS

Doors are available as singles or doubles,
with hinged and sliding options, in both
standard and bespoke sizes. Featuring
25x25mm mesh on a 25x50mm box frame.

DOORS

All storGUARD enclosures can be supplied
with a roof if the project requires. Available
in varying mesh apertures, including
25x25mm for Aerosol Cage applications.

ROOFS

All of our cages are finished with a Semi-Gloss RAL
7035 (Light Grey) Powder-Coat as standard. Our in-
house powder coating facility gives you the freedom
to pick any colour you need to match the aesthetic of
your warehouse. All-Weather finishes are also
available for outdoor or freezer applications.

FINISHES

Contact our experts
to find out more :  
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